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The structure and propagation cbanlctensficsof Imbulem premixed flames have been iuvegdgated for mine time. For example,
the tmbulent flame speed has been typically estimated intenus ofthe lamitm fleng speed S¢ and the local turbulence intensity
u'. However, the exact form of the functional relation: UT/S z = f(Sz,u') has not yet been determined although various

models have been proposed (ref. 1). A key reason for this unce_ is the inability to experimentally resolve all gales of
motion that could contn_onte to the w_ of the premixed flame and hence, to an increase the effective burn speed. In a
typical high Reynolds munber flow, the small scales are imposs_le to resolve in an experiment (e.g., using LDV). However,
tmbulem fluctuations at the small scales (e.g., Kolmogorov scale) could be resolved ff the Reynolds mmber is nxluced (for
example, by reducing the flow velocity). A flow field that provides sustaiz_ tmbulent flow in a relatively low Reynolds
number is Coueue flow. It has been shown in past studies that mtlonmy tmbulent Couette flow could be achieved at Reynolds
munber as low as 1800. Once combustion is included, however, the large-scale tmbulem messes responsibk for momentum

mmsport can be overwhelmed by the buoyant sUesses in Is. Since this phenomenon is not presem in realistic high Reynolds
number devices, a microgravity environmem is _ to suppress the buoyancy effects while still mint_ininu reasoIiablc

operati_ pressure, temperanm: and observable scales at all mz:s.

"l'mspaper summarizes the results obtained so far in this study.Both experimental and munerical studies are being performed to
investigate turbulent premixed flames. The experiments so far have focused on characterizing the turbulent flow field in this new
Cone_ flow facility. A major reason is that the cunwm device has been designed to fit inside the NASA Lewis 2.2 s drop tower
ri 8 (ref. 2). As a nnmlt, this facility is much smaller than the facilities used in the past (ref. 1-3). For example, the current
length to gap ntbo is 14 compmed to 30-158 of the earlier devices (mfs. 3-7). In addition, the current device operates in a closed
loop, i.e. Imbulem flow is forced to reenter the test section whereas earlier devices transition the flow from laminar to tmbulent.
Thus, it is essen_ to quamify the tmbuleuce properties of this device.

The mnnerical study employs large-eddy simulation (LES) technique. In this approach, all scales of motion larger than the grid
resolution is captu_ in the simulation without modeling and only scales smaller than the grid are modeled. A localized
dynamic subgrid model for the Imbgridkinetic energy is used in this study to model the subgrid stresses. However, since the
flame thickness is much smaller than the typical grid resolution employed in LES, conventional LES of species equations will
not capture the true features of the flame. Here, a new sub,rid combustion methodology ires been developed to simulate the
burning process within the small scales (refs. 8,9). In this approach, the local laminar buruing, wrinlding due to the local
subgrid tmbulence and volmuctri¢ expamion due to heat release are explicitly included within the subgrid scales. This approach
also Inedicts the local (tmbulent) bum speed provided the local turbulent field is know_ The experimental data on the
tmbuleuce provides the required information to (hopefully) accurately evaluate the propagation chamcteri_'cs of turbulent
Ira:mixed flames using this sinadation approach. Tiros, the presem study combines the capabilities of both experimental and
mumericalmmbxls to investigate premixed flames.

_mental Facility

The expet_ntal device shown in Fig. 1 mmists of a comimms Mylar belt movin 8 in opposite directions over • series of
mlim, two of which drive the belt while four are used to adjust the spacing in the test section It is driven by In adjustable DC
motor connected to the drive miler by • set of pulleys and a v-belt. To prevem belt walkm 8 and to ease the inse_on of a new
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belt, • set of tensioning screws help position tl_ far miler. Two plates are placed on the outside of the belt to reduce belt
vibration _ Reynolds nun_er for the device, Reh, can b¢ changed by either ehang_n& the speed of the belt, Ubell, or by

the belt spacing, A. _ d_ce is surrounded by • Plexiglas box to pqrcvemany external influence on the flow without
dialing opticalaccessto tiz experimenL

Tbc velocity flow field was mapped _. • TSl 9100.7 two component laser Doppler velocisneter, which uses the 514.5 mn and
4Unmwavekngthsofan5waUAr laser. Aflergoingthroughancxpandcrandfocus/ngusin&a 14mmsperuxrelens, witha
7_)mmfocus, thcpmbevolumcwas0.13mmlndimneterand 1.3 mmlong. The syamnwas usedinhack scattermudc. The
output signals were mmlyzed by • TSl IFA656 digital burst correlator, which can cope with lower signal to noise ratios than •
traditional coumer. One beam of each pair was frequency shifted by • Bragg cell to allow for mmtsurement of negative
velocities. Sub.micron TiO2 particles were used to seed the flow. After passi_ though • fluidized bed, TiO2 laden air is
ira•erred into tl_ d_ Uuough • tube which produces • cloud of seed around the moving bells that is t_ mm_ imo the
flow. This _ the poss_ility of biasing tlz data with artificial scaling velocities. FIND software, from TSl, was then
used to sta_'cally l_rOc_mthe 50,000 samples obtained at each location Data was velocity bias cormaed accon_ug to
jdgarithmproved m FIND.

Numerical Method

A modified vernon of • subg_id model proposed esdier (refs. 8,9) is used in the pmscm LES. The k_¢ structure of
prcmixed flamm was inves_gated earlier (ref. 9). The modcl is ex_nded here to include beat release. Within each LES cell, a
_re_nmtivc one.dimcminnal domain is used to mochasticaLly represem • local my through the flame brush. "FbeO-_iuation
flame propagation model (n_fs. 9,10) is solved on this ID line. Tlz O-equation allows for propagation of tlz fiamc as a sharp
fiom (negligible flame thickness) corrmpouding to • case of fast chemical kinetics (ref. 10). The effect of mrbulem eddies on the
species field is modeled stochastically _ • scalar manangcment process on scipncms chosen on the one-dimemional domain.
More details is given elsewha_ (_fs. 9-12).

For hem release, the temperatu_ is assumed to be a linear function of G. The obvious implication is that the U'ansportand
diffusive propeNies of the reactive scalar and the thermal energy are closely conelated (mrresponding to • often used physical
assumption of • consmm Lewis munber) in the subgrid domain. Transport of species and hem across LES cells is modeled using
• "splicing" procedure (rofs. 11,12). The th_c pressm_ in each of the LES cells is assumed to be mnslant since it is
well known that the second order reaction mechanisms do not cause • change in thenmdynamic pressure across the flame. It is
further assumed tl_ the thermodynamic pn_muc is gradient free through out tbc physical domain. Any acoustic disturbance
csv,med by the flame is assumed at have small mnplitude (zcm Mach number approximation) and is mmmunicated m infinite
speed though out the domain. The LF_.%-resolved_mperatme field can be obtained by filx_x_ngthe local subgrid t_ra_ure
fields. Howler, this procedure can lead to sha_ discontimxity and hence, to nu_cal instability. Tl_n:forc, to locally
smooth the LF_-resolved to--lure field (which is m_ to close the I_ cquatiom), • diffusion equation for tm_raturc is
mlved on the LES-grid It each LES lime step usin8 the sublpid-aveeraged field as an initial condition.

The munerical method is a fomtb.order acctn/e finite.difference scheme in space and second order a_-'uratc in lime. Sin_ the
the_¢ pressure is constant, • zero Math mm/w.r version of the fractional step method (ref. 13) is used to imegratc the
LES equations.

Results and Discussion

E._mm_rn_ Pars'ul_v:Fi_ 2a lind 2b shows I_'l_ely, the mean and rms velocity d_'bution in the flow field. It can bc
that tbc profiles are not toudly an_-symmeu_. It was determined that this was due to an asynuncuy in the end regions

wl_n_ the d_rivemilers are located and could not be avoided. However, this asymmcuy did not appear to have any significant
effact on the nm velocity. More impomu_ly, the dam shows • nearly conmam ram fluctuations in the core which is of interest

he_.Figu_ 3 _hows U+ msfunotionofy +. The dmshowsthe expecled behavior for • wall bonnded shear flow. Boththe

v/scous sublaycr (y+ <5) and the inert_ sublayer {30<),+<1000) can be clearly ohaewed. Howler, duc to the noted asymmetry,
the data at diffcrem Reynolds numbers do not exactly collapse as l_dictod by theon/.

Figure 4 compares tbe mmsu_ sUcamwisc fluctuations in various devices. The peak location in tbc prescm facility is in good
agrcemem with earlier dam but turbulence imcnsity magnitude is somewhat higher. This is probably due to the continuous
nmure of the flow and the compact nam_ of _ device and is unavoidable bert. Flip,n: 5 compares the skin friction coc_cient
measured in this device to those in earlier devices. Deviations from the more ideal Coucuc flow arc, once again, probably clue to
the rccirculating nmu_ of the flow in this compact device.



However,theseremitsdearlyestablishthatstatiom_tmbulcneewithnearly constam uubukm fluctuations in the core of the
flow exists m the pmsem facility. Fmthermore, the overall nature of the flow is in good agreemem with theory and past studies
in similar devices.

The experimentaldatacan be utilizedtoest/matetheresolvedscalesofmotion Usingthebeltspacing,h = 2.54cm asthe
typical i_/¢gral length, the Kolmogorov scale, rt, is estimated in the core to be 0.23 mm for the ReA = 4,366 case and 0.13 mm
for the Reh = 10,091 case. For the LDV system, the wed particle size is rob-micron, much smaller than r/, while the LDV probe
volume is of the order of r/. Tim implies that the smallest scale can be nearly resolved. However, due m flow motion, the
mmidenee t/me reside the probe vohim¢ is a morn aommu¢ memure of the n;solmion The velocity of the scale can be m_umted

by using the relmion between Koimogomv velocity scale and the magnitude of tmbulem velocity: u '/v - O_el,) !/4. Based on

theprobevolume, a residencetimeand,therefore,a frequency$90Hz fortheReA - 4,366_,e and 1,030HzfortheReh =

10,091caseis_mated. Thismeans thatthedataratefortheLDV shouldbe greaterthan2,060HztoresolveKolmogorov
galestemporally.Becauseofthehighnoiselevelsinthesystem,thisisdiWgulttoachieve._ore, thebestestimateis
tim1the numlution is of the order of _. or larger.

"l'nese studies lmv¢ clearly es_blished the tmbulem flow properties in this facility. Although hot flow studies cannot be carried
out using this device (an identical hot flow facility is cunenfly under consmJction), apmliminaw studyofbuoyancy was carried
omby usin8 an excimer laser to ionize a small region of air in the flow. This produced a hot gas kernel thl pmpagmed into the
flow. Using high speed Schlienm imaging, it was possible to observe the effects of shear mused by the Coueue flow and the
appmentdistomonmused by buoyantstresses.ThisWeliminmystudysuggestedthatbuoyanteffectsshouldbe observedinthe
acuml hatting flow case. This is the focus of cunent study and the results will be n;poned m the w.ar future.

_merical Results." LES of non-reacting and reacting Couette flow corresponding to a Reynolds mmber (as defined earlier)of
10,000 have been conducted on a 49x49x33 grid. The mean velocity profile is compared with the mnesponding result f_om the
experiment in Fig 6. The LES profile is anti symmetric about the oenterline whereas (as noted) there is some asymmetry in the
experimental data. The nns velocity in the s_,amwise din_n is compared to the experimem_ dam in Fig. 7. The experiment
indicmes a peak in urms more closer to the wall than obtained in the LES. Assuming that the cxperimemal results in such close
vicinity of the moving belt are free of any error, one might be able to capture the peak in urms by _ the near wall
resolmion. However, some uncenaimy in the rms estimate is inevitable in the LES, since, the umesolved pan of the turbulent
kinetic energy (grid dependent) is captured only approximately as the subgrid kinetic energy. In any event, the propagation of the
flame in the ccmml core region with constant rms fluctuations is of interest in this study and this featu_ is captured here.
Increaseinthenmolution in the core region captures the constant rumregion more ag_nu'ately,as shown earlier (re/'.9).

For reacting flows, the grid is rapidly stretched out from the wall but in the core region (mid 78%) a uniform grid is used to
allow proper resolmion of the propagating flame ball. The grid width is 107 in the core region and the simulation is stopped

once the flame crosses this region. All simulations described here are for a reference u'/SLof 4.0. Temperature rise facton of 4

and 7 were studied. Comparison with a model simulation using Yaldmt's model for the tu_oulem flame speed (ref. 9) were also
tamed out to evaluate the _dictiom by the new subgJrid_ method. Some reprmemative nmxlts are reported below.

Five contours corresponding to equally spaced values of O between 0 and 1 are shown for each case in Fig. 8. As can be seen,
the subgrid approach tends to capture the thin premixed flame quite well (usually within 2-3 grid points) when compared to
mnventional LES (i.e., wiving the G-equation with the LES equations). As teen earlier (ref. 9), in the convemional approach
_gnificammmerica]d/ffusionofthegalargradientsinG occursand overwhelmstheburningrate.1"hiserrorisexpectedinall
simulations that evolve the wecies equations on the LES snd using finite difference or finite volume schemes. Flame surface
U'acking methods can be implemented for cold flames bm cause problems when heat release is added. The flame generates
velocities normal W _ flame surface because of _ expansion behind it. The vcNical cunm_ me however curtailed by the
presence of the wall, so the flow velocity tends m increase greatly in the sueamwise and spanwise directions leading to
/_ oftheflame.Aiso-levelofG-suffaceconespondingtoavalneof0.Spredictedbythesubg_idapproschisshownm
Fig. 9. 11_ figme shows visoally an algno_dmate shape of the wrinkled/lame front.

To invemigme the effect of sravity, two simulations (using the subgrid model) were conducted with hem relem¢ corresponding
to a temperature ratio of 7.0. The first case is run with condifiom corresponding to gravity on earth, tbe second with zero
gravity. The density gradiems erased due m hem release lend to compn_ the _,_ in the upper region and diffuse the flame in
the lower regiom in the presence of gravity. This is aot very noticeable in the presem simulations because of very high burning
rate causing the flame to reach the wall vmy quickly. In Fig. 10, ten equally spaced contours of G m the same cross plane
location are ploUed for the cases with and without buoyancy. The whole flame uies to lift up m the presenee of gravity due to
buoyancy, although it is not very noticeable in the figure. However, it can be seen that the two simulations diverge in time
indi_in_ an observable buoyancy effec! on premixed flames.



Therearemanymuctundandpropaptionpmpatics_ pn_mixat flames that can be analyzed to clmmc-tcfizc the flame structure.
Figure 1i shows the ixlf of the stretch in the plane of the flame (caus_ by flame curvsmsreand rag-of-strain effects) for the two
cases. Clearly, the flame smsctum under lg exhibits incmascd positive stretch compared to the 0g case. Further study using
finite-rate kinetics model is underway to understand the effect of buoyancy on such low Re lud)uknt prcmixcd flames.

Cauk m 

A facilityinwhichtu_ulcntCo_te flow couldbegeneratedina micrognvityenviro_m was desif_aedand built.To fitinto
the NASA Lewis drop tower the device had to be ve_ compact. This means that edge effects and flow re.circulation were
expected to affect the flow. The flow was tboroughly invmigmd using LDV and was found m be largely two dimmsional sway
from the edges with conmml tmbu/cs_c intensities in the com. Slight flow asymmetries lureinlmduc_ by the non symmetric rc-
ci_udafion of the fluid outside the test region. Belt flutter problems were remedied by adding a pair of gukk plates m the belt.
In gcncral, the flow field was found to be quite similar to Incviomly invcstigau_d Cot_ue flows. However, tuurbulcnc=levels and
msocimed shear snmses were higher. This is probably due to the confinod _cin:ulmion zDnc reimmducing Uut_cncc into the
test section. An estimate of the kngth scales in the flow showed tl_ the n_asurcmcnts wm_ able to resolve nearly all the length
scales of imercst.

Using a _ LES method for subgrid combustion it has been dcmonstrau_ that the now procalu_ is compmtional fcasible
even on worksuuion type envimnmem. It is found that this model is capable of capturing the propagation of the prcmixed
flames by resolving the flame in the LES gnd within 2-3 grid points. In commst, conventional LIES results in numerical

of the flame and completely inaccurate estimate of the turbulem propagation speed. Prclimhmw study suggests that
them is observable effect of buoyancy in the lg envimnmem suggesting the need for micrognn_y expemnctns of the upcoming
experimental combustion studies.

With the cold flow properties characterized, an identical hot flow facility is under construc6on.It is assumed that the tmbulcncc
propenim ahead of flz flame in this new device will closely retch the results obtainod here. This is required since the hot
facility will not enable LDV mcasu_ments. The roacting flow facility is also being constructed with planned drop tower
zxpemncms in mind. Therefore, issues related to safety and _ integrity are being take into account. Further development
of the numerical model will also be carried out to include finite-rate kinetics for repmsentat_e premixed cases. More detail
analysisof the flame mngn_ and propagation nature will be investigated. Simulatiom will also be compared to the flame
prol)cru_s observed in theexperiments.
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